We experimentally demonstrate a fast random bit generator (RBG) based on bandwidth-enhanced chaotic laser from an optical feedback laser diode with optical injection. The bandwidth-enhanced chaotic signal is sampled and converted to a binary sequence in real time without the need of programming for off-line processing. Multi-rate bit sequences, with the fastest rate of up to 2.87 Gb/s, are obtained with verified randomness.
Random numbers are commonly used in fields such as cryptography, secure communication, testing of complex communication, and Monte-Carlo simulation. A pseudorandom number generator (PRNG) expands short seeds into long bit sequences using deterministic algorithms. Given partial knowledge of the initial state, a potential attacker can carry out useful prediction about the generator's output [1] . Thus, this may pose serious problems in security application. Physical random number generator (RNG) is based on physical processes, such as electrical noise [2] , chaotic circuit [3] , and quantum mechanical properties of photons [4] . They can produce high-quality random numbers, but limited at much lower rate than PRNG because of the narrow bandwidth of these physical entropy sources.
In recent years, the chaotic laser has become an increasingly attractive physical source for high-speed random number generation [5−9] due to its complicated nonlinear dynamics [10−12] and wide bandwidth. Great progress in improving the rate of generation has been made. In 2008, Uchida et al. experimentally demonstrated a fast 1.7-Gb/s RNG, based on chaotic laser with optical feedback, by directly sampling the output of two chaotic lasers with one-bit analog-digital converter (ADC) in real time [6] . Recently, using a single chaotic laser and off-line processing method, Reidler et al. constructed higher rate random sequences by extracting and combing multi-bits from an 8-bit ADC [7, 8] . Very recently, Hirano et al. demonstrated another fast RNG, based on the bandwidth-enhanced chaos, by also multi-sampling in off-line processing of experimental chaotic laser time series [9] . In this letter, we successfully demonstrate that random bit sequence with a rate of up to 2.87 Gb/s can be generated in real time using a 16.8-GHz wide bandwidth chaotic laser.
In our experiment, we employed a bandwidth-enhanced chaotic laser as the random entropy source to ensure the higher rate of our random bit generator (RBG). We have experimentally demonstrated the enhancement of bandwidth using the structure shown in Fig. 1 . The bandwidth of a slave laser diode (SLD) with optical feedback can be enhanced by external optical injection technique from 6.2 to 16.8 GHz [13] . The feedback strength and polarization state of the feedback light are adjusted by a variable optical attenuator (VOA) and a polarization controller (PC), respectively. The length of the feedback cavity can be adjusted by adding fiber jumpers into the fiber ring. External optical injection is provided by an injection laser through a 30/70 optical fiber coupler. The optical power and polarization state of the injection light are controlled by an erbium-doped fiber amplifier (EDFA) and a PC, respectively. An optical isolator (OI) is used to prevent unwanted optical feedback into the injection laser. A spectrum analyzer (Agilent E4407B) with a 47-GHz bandwidth photodetector (PD) (u2t XPDV2020) and a digital oscilloscope (Wave Master 8600A) are used to measure the power spectrum and waveform of the light emission from the chaotic laser.
The SLD and the injecting laser diode (LD) were biased at 1.3 times their threshold currents (22 mA). The powers of the feedback light and the injection light were set at −7.7 and −5.6 dBm at 8.8-GHz frequency detuning, respectively. Figure 2 illustrates the experimentally obtained spectra of the original state of the chaotic laser without optical injection and the bandwidth-enhanced chaotic signal with 16.8-GHz bandwidth. The bandwidth of chaotic signals was defined as the frequency band starting at zero frequency and containing 80% spectrum power. Figure 3 is the experimental setup of our RBG. The two independent bandwidth-enhanced chaotic lasers are utilized as uncorrelated random entropy sources. The length of the feedback cavity in the first bandwidthenhanced chaotic laser source is 6 m, while that in the second one is 10 m to ensure that the two chaotic entropy sources are independent of each other. Each laser output is detected and amplified by a PD (Newport, AD-50APDir). The amplified electrical signal is coupled to an alternating current (AC) coupled by a direct current (DC)-blocking capacitor and is converted into a sequence of binary codes with a comparator (Comp, AD-CMP582). It is then sampled at the rising edge of clock (AD9516-1) using a D flip-flop (DFF) (MC10EP52) to reshape the code width. Figure 4 is the schematic drawing of random bit extraction from the chaotic signal. The outputs of chaotic laser 1, Comp 1, the clock, and the corresponding DFF1 are shown in Fig. 4 . The bit rate of the random sequence is determined by the clock frequency. Finally, the binary sequences obtained from the two bandwidth-enhanced chaotic lasers are combined using Boolean exclusive-OR (XOR, MC10EP08) operation to improve the randomness. The output random 
In our experiment, the clock module consists of several clock dividers and an integrated voltage-controlled oscillator (VCO). It can generate multi-frequency clock signals, including 120, 240, and 360 MHz, with the maximum clock frequency reaching 2.87 GHz. Thus, our RBG obtained multi-rate random bit sequences output. Figures 5(a) and (b) show the two examples of temporal waveforms for random bit sequences at 1.44 and 2.87 Gb/s, respectively, in which the minimum code widths correspond to the clock periods Tclk1 and Tclk2. The single code element is not precisely square when the bit rate is up to 2.87 Gb/s, as shown in Fig. 5(b) , due to the limitation of the bandwidth of oscilloscope. All bit sequences obtained were subjected to full National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) test suite [14] to evaluate the randomness. Table 1 summarizes the typical test results of a 2.87-Gb/s random bit sequence.
In conclusion, a 2.87-Gb/s physical RBG is realized based on the hardware using a bandwidth-enhanced chaotic laser. The entropy source of chaotic laser with a bandwidth of 16.8 GHz could guarantee high-speed random bits with good randomness. Multi-rate random bit sequences obtained from this generator pass statistical tests.
